Early Chinese Literature

Watson's account of Chinese writing from the time of the Chou dynasty (1100–249 B.C.) to the Latter Han (25–220) is accompanied by a chronology, biographical information, and a selected list of translations.
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Since the time when inscribed oracle bones and tortoise shells (China's oldest extant writing) were used for divination . . . has been associated with spiritual communication and has been viewed in terms of the writer's own spiritual attunement.
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Chinese literature: Early Writing and Literature

It is not known when the current system of writing Chinese first developed. The oldest written records date from about 1400 B.C. in the period of the Shang Shang dynasty, but the elaborate system of notation used even then argues in favor of an earlier origin.

Chinese literature: Works, Development Periods

The Classic of Odes, Chu Ci, Han Yuefu. Tang Poetry & Poets. Song Ci & Yuan Qu. It refers to the periord from the Opium War in 1840 to 1911. During this time a new literary form known as Gong Fu (or “public service” or “public affairs”) emerged in China, which became the mainstay of traditional Chinese literature.
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According to the text from Early Chinese literature and Thought, the poems of the Romantic Period are written in the style of the Wild Goose Peregrine (唐宋八大家的散文). The main characteristics of this period are the use of free rhyme and rhythm, and the free association of ideas.
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The earliest Chinese literature that we know of probably comes from the later part of the Western Zhou Dynasty about 800 B.C. The earliest Chinese literature that we know of probably comes from the later part of the Western Zhou Dynasty about 800 B.C.
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Some notable contributors Eight Great Prose Masters of the Tang and Song (唐宋八大家) Han Yu Liu Zongyuan Ouyang Xiu Su Zhe Su Xun (蘇洵) Wang Anshi Zeng Gong Two great scientific authors from the Song period: Shen Kuo (1031–1095) Su Dongpo (1037–1101). The Classic of Poetry was written during the time of the Han dynasty (206 BCE - 220 CE) and was compiled by the Han emperor. The Classic of Poetry contains 310 poems and is divided into three sections: the "Airs of the Domains", the "Odes/ elegances" and the "Hymns. Confucius thought highly of the Classic of Poetry. It is divided into three sections: the "Airs of the Domains", the "Odes/ elegances" and the "Hymns. Confucius thought highly of the Classic of Poetry.
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Amazon.com: Early Chinese Literature (9780231086714 ... 


Chinese Literature - Britannica

Origins: c. 1400–221 B.C.E. The oldest specimens of Chinese writing extant are inscriptions on bones and tortoise shells deposited in the last three centuries of the Shang dynasty (16th–11th centuries B.C.E.). These inscriptions are recorded in a form of picture writing, or logography. The most important of these inscriptions are known as oracle bones.
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The earliest Chinese literature that we know of probably comes from the later part of the Western Zhou Dynasty about 800 B.C. The earliest Chinese literature that we know of probably comes from the later part of the Western Zhou Dynasty about 800 B.C.
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Chinese literature: Early Writing and Literature It is not known when the current system of writing Chinese first developed. The oldest written records date from about 1400 B.C. in the period of the Shang dynasty, but the elaborate system of notation used even then argues in favor of an earlier origin.
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Chinese literature: Early Writing and Literature It is not known when the current system of writing Chinese first developed. The oldest written records date from about 1400 B.C. in the period of the Shang dynasty, but the elaborate system of notation used even then argues in favor of an earlier origin.
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